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Measuring crypto liquidity using high-resolution order book data

Key Findings

Slippage is a better indicator of
liquidity than volume.
The most liquid asset is 600x more
liquid than the least liquid asset.
Higher market cap assets and
stablecoins have better liquidity.

WHAT IS SLIPPAGE?

Measuring
Liquidity
To measure liquidity, we use
SLIPPAGE, which measures the
price impact of a buy or sell order.

Slippage is the difference between the
expected price of a trade and the price at
which the trade is actually executed. Deep,
liquid order books have low slippage, while
thin, illiquid order books have high slippage.
HOW WE CALCULATE SLIPPAGE

First, we take high-resolution order book
snapshots every hour. Then, we calculate
slippage for a $10,000 order and average
over the month. For more details, see
Methodology.
SLIPPAGE VS VOLUME

Slippage is an ex-ante indicator for liquidity,
while volume is ex-post. Using volume to
measure liquidity also creates perverse
incentives to generate fake volume. We
believe that slippage is a superior metric.

ASSETS

Dataset

Base assets with BTC-based and USDTbased trading pairs. For assets with both
BTC and USDT trading pairs, we weighted
slippage by volume in each trading pair.
SOURCES

For this report, we used August 2019 data
from Binance. Future versions of the report
may include data from additional exchanges.

Info about our dataset: assets,
sources, time period, and
resolution.

RESOLUTION

Order book data with per-diff resolution
(diff: anytime an order book changes,
typically 3x per second).

Slippage of Dentacoin (DENT)
Slippage of Ethereum (ETH)

2.4x

of Bitcoin slippage

600x
of Bitcoin slippage

Distribution of crypto liquidity
Slippage for $10k bid order*

LIQUIDITY FOLLOWS A POWER
LAW DISTRIBUTION

Over 80% of assets have
>0.5% slippage, and over
60% have >1% slippage.

* The distribution is based on bid slippage. Using ask slippage produces similar results. For details, see Appendix.

The 20 most liquid crypto assets
Rank by descending bid slippage for a $10k order*

BITCOIN, ETHEREUM AND
STABLECOINS ARE THE MOST
LIQUID ASSETS

Even among the most liquid
tokens, slippage varies
dramatically. The #11 asset
almost doubles the slippage
of the #10. Bitcoin's
slippage is 15x better than
the #20 asset.

Weighted bid slippage
* The rank is based on weighted bid slippage. Ranking based on weight ask slippage produces similar results. For details, see Appendix.

The 20 least liquid crypto assets
Rank by ascending bid slippage for a $10k order*

LIQUIDITY IS SCARCE
RESOURCE FOR LONG-TAIL
ASSETS

One root cause of the
liquidity problem is the
dearth of affordable and
effective market makers.
Professional market makers
have little incentive to
perform the technical
integration and maintain the
requisite inventory for
illiquid long-tail assets.
Weighted bid slippage
* The rank is based on weighted bid slippage. Ranking based on weight ask slippage produces similar results. For details, see Appendix.

Correlation with market cap
Rank by market cap*

STRONG POSITIVE
CORRELATION**

In August, liquidity has a
0.76 correlation with
market capitalization.

* The rank represents the relative position of the market cap of each token among the 159 tokens chosen.
Market capitalization data source: coinmarketcap.com
** Correlation coefficient=0.76>0 with R^2=0.58 and p-value < 2.2e-16, meaning strong positive correlation

Rank by liquidity

However, outliers exist.
Harmony Protocol (ONE)
and Matic Network
(MATIC) have surprisingly
lower slippage given their
market caps, while
DogeCoin (DOGE) and
Dent (DENT) have higher
slippage.

Correlation with price volatility
Rank by price volatility*

WEAK NEGATIVE
CORRELATION**

In August, liquidity has a
-0.17 correlation with
price volatility, which
means the higher slippage
and lower liquidity an
asset has, the more
volatile its price.

* The rank represents the relative position of volatility of each token in August 2019 among the tokens chosen
excl. all stablecoins. Data source: CoinGecko
** Correlation coefficient= -0.17<0 with R^2=0.03 and p-value=0.03, meaning weak negative correlation

Rank by liquidity

Correlation with price change
Rank by price change*

NO SIGNIFICANT
CORRELATION**

The price change of
August 2019 appears not
to be correlated with
liquidity since
cryptocurrencies tend to
move in the same
direction as the market
moves in a short period
of time.

* The rank represents the relative position of the ROI of each token in August 2019 among the tokens chosen
excl. all stablecoins. Data source: CoinGecko
** Correlation coefficient=0.033 with R^2=0.001 and p-value=0.68, meaning no significant correlation

Rank by slippage

SLIPPAGE CALCULATION

Methodology

We collected per-diff order book data and full trade data for every
single trading pair on Binance using their WebSocket API. This
allows us to replay Binance order books and trades during August
2019. We then take an order book snapshot every hour and
calculated slippage as the percentage difference between mid
price and execution price, where:
mid price = (price of lowest ask order + price of highest bid
order) / 2
execution price = actual price for a $10,000 market order
We calculate bid slippage and ask slippage and average the two to
derive per-snapshot slippage for a trading pair.

AGGREGATION
Since we take order book snapshots every hour, we have 720-744
slippage metrics for a given month. We then take an arithmetic
average over the month to calculate monthly slippage for a trading
pair.
For assets with both BTC and USDT trading pairs, we weight
slippage by volume in each trading pair.

Appendix - raw data

The full spreadsheet: bit.ly/liquiditydata

About us

Hummingbot is an open source software client that allows anyone to create and customize
automated, algorithmic trading bots for making markets on both centralized and decentralized digital
asset exchanges, but also a global community of passionate crypto traders and developers, as well as
a marketplace that bring community-driven liquidity provided by individual liquidity miners to digital
asset exchanges and crypto projects.
Our mission is to give everyone access to superpowers of algorithmic trading that were previously
available only to large financial institutions. We believe this will lead to a more open, fair, and
inclusive financial world.
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